
June 6, 1981 Meaning and Importance of Biblical Inerrancy

1 Divinity of Christ books, no longer in vogue
Today we use the word deity

Change in use of words defining inspiration

2 Coleridge use of term 'inspiration'
Verbal inspiration
Inerrancy

3 Apparent contradictions
Verbal contradictions, illustrations of

Tremendous credulity of accidental theory of creation

k God's promise to Abraham -- descendants as dust of earth, and
stars of heavens

5 Scientific discoveries re the stars
Things obscure to people 1000 years ago are perfectly clear now

6 Don't become a Cljristian by being convinced of inerrancy
KJV not free from error

7 No translation is inerrant

LOCK magazine article regarding text of the L'rd's Prayer
--whether the last line is in it or not

8 Number of MSS of Bible compared with other ancient writings
se of the word 'terrific' today arid some years ago

Use of word 'passenger' today and years ago

9 Those who wrongii:.say the wi' builds arguznert for inspiration on
the fact of a single word's usage

Necessity of context

10 Textual omission of Saul's age when he became king
Meaning of 'one jot or one tittle'
Misues of Scripture in taking its words out of context

11 R.D. Wilson's inability to find any error in Bible after care
ful examination of tl alleged error. The colon story.
R.D. Wilson misquoted by Otis Fuller

12 Help given by the'NIV in understanding the meaning of a passage

13 Need of having God's Word in today's language
Inerràncy does not mean magical words

14 çuestions answered re 'seed' and 'seeds' in Gal.
eclectic Greek Text of NIV

15 Erasmus and the TR
16 W and H text
17 meaning of term 'verbal inspiration'

Vashni as a son of Samuel
Translators presuppositions

19 John 8 - woman takdn in adultery
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